
The Transylvanian Saxons
The  German  colonists,  later  to  become 
known as “Transylvanian Saxons”, settled the 
area  in  waves  in  the  XII-XIII  centuries. 
Through commerce and handicraft, but also 
through advanced building techniques, they 
shaped  heavily  the  cultural  landscape  and 
also  influenced  their  Romanian  and 
Hungarian neighbours.  Most of  the German 
communities have vanished over the last two 
decades, but their monuments still testify to 
the flourishing past of Transylvania.

Sibiu, Bra ovș  and Sighi oaraș
Cities  and  towns  maintain  distinctive 
ensembles of old architecture at their cores, 
with  loads  of  Gothic,  Renaissance  and 
Baroque. While Sibiu (Germ. Hermannstadt) 
was the unofficial capital of the Transylvanian 
Saxons,  Brașov (Kronstadt)  reach  the  most 
prosperous economy. Sighișoara (Schäßburg) 
was  definitely  smaller  but  preserved  very 
well its ring of walls and defence towers.

Villages and fortress-churches
While towns could afford intricate, expensive 
defence walls to protect whole communities 
(including  the  houses),  the  hundreds  of 
villages,  also  menaced  by  outside 
aggressors,  only  reinforced  the  strongest 
buildings they had – the churches. This led to 
the  appearance  of  countless  “fortress-
churches”,  picturesque  defence  compounds 
of the diligent peasantry.

Quite naturally our tour starts in Sibiu, with 
its skyline of steep roofs of the Upper Town 
and  stories  of  its  dramatic  past.  Visits  of 
Brașov and  Sighișoara show  different 
medieval urban developments,  but also the 
recent  past  (Communism)  and  the 
contemporary threats (shale gas extraction) 
provide challenging topics.  Nostalgia strikes 
in  the  villages,  where  the  few  remaining 
Saxons (we'll meet some of them) strive to 
manage a huge heritage,  consisting mostly 
of  impressive  “Kirchenburgen”  (fortress-
churches),  of  which some  are  enlisted  as 
UNESCO World Heritage.  We'll  spend  a few 
nights in old, carefully restored houses in a 
Saxon village and hike through mixed forests 
and on lovely pastures on old footpaths. We'll 
also visit Romanian shepherd villages nested 
at the foothills of the Southern Carpathians 
and  sample  gastronomical  experiences.  A 
short  detour  in  the  high  mountains  of 
Fagaraș brings in an interesting twist of the 
tour,  allowing  for  two  hikes  in  a  rougher, 
alpine scenery just before the end of the trip.

      active tour: nature, culture & people

Day 1. Incoming flight to Sibiu D2. Village 

Sibiel, hiking to sheepfold, drive with horse 

carriage. D3. Basilica in Cisnădioara, hiking to 

Sadu, old hydro-powerplant. D4. Valley of 

Harbach (Hârtibaciu), fortress-churches, hiking 

to Malancrav – church (basilica with frescoes). 

D5. Visit of Sighi oaraș , hiking in old oak forests 

to Malancrav. D6. Drive to Bra ovș  – city tour, 

fortress Bran. D7. Intermediate hiking in Piatra 

Craiului Mt. D8. Orthodox monastery 

“Brâncoveanu”, hike to Bâlea Lake in Făgăraș 

Mts. D9. Hiking to the main ridge of Făgăraș 

Mts. D10. Downhill hiking, former Cistercian 

monastery Kerz, drive to Sibiu. Return flight 

from Sibiu.

www.tymestours.ro/TRANSYLVANIA

Active: hiking, easy to intermediate – 2.5 to 6 
hrs.  walking  time,  250  to  650  meters  height 
difference (1x 900 meters, D7). At request, the 
hiking on D7 can be taken out completely. The 
tour  can  be  customised  with  easier  or 
harder daily hiking.

When? Late May to early  October.

With  accommodation in DBL-rooms with own 
bathroom,  full-board,  transportation,  entrance 
fees, guiding.

Flights (not  included)  to  Sibiu  via  Munich. 
Bucharest or Cluj-Napoca also possible.

Enchanting Walks in Transylvania
sightseeing and easy hiking in “the land beyond the forest” 

The tour focuses on the cultural landscape of southern and central Transylvania, 
an  area  which was  home,  till  not  long  ago,  to  the  ethnic  group called  “the 
Transylvanian Saxons”. We'll discover their heritage through visits of cities and 
villages, but also walks and easy hiking in this scenery of gently rolling hills. We 
also  meet  many  locals  and  have  the  chance  to  immerse  in  the  spiritual  
substance of Transylvania.

“...the sheer beauty of the landscape, the unspoiled nature,  
the  villages,  the  churches,  the  homes,  the  extraordinary  
atmosphere of some villages – it is timeless. And this is very  
rare nowadays...”

Charles, Prince of Wales, in an interview taken in one of his hiking 
holidays in south-central Transylvania
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